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Abstract
The brief review of known neural net algorithms of construction of adaptive grids are presented here. Often used variants of functions of neurons adjacency are resulted. Dependence
of quality of grid adaptation from function parameters has been researched on the basis of using Gaussian function about the distance between neurons in modiﬁed algorithm of network
SOFM. According to computing experiments recommendations at the choice of function parameters of the adjacency at adaptation of ﬂat grid on complex area by modiﬁed algorithm
SOFM have been resulted here.

1

Introduction

The construction of adaptive grid is important issue because its necessary to get reliable
numerical calculation of applied problems at moderate requirements to computer facilities.
The main idea of methods of adaptive grid construction is to reduce the sizes of cells in
zones calculated area appropriating to signiﬁcant mistakes of the problem.
Traditional methods such as equidistribution [1], Thompson [2], elliptical method [3],
algebraical methods [4], conformal mapping [5] have been used for construction of adaptive
grids. The theories of diﬀerential equations, calculus of variations and multidimensional
diﬀerential geometry lay down the foundations of these methods. For receiving qualitative
adaptive grids all these methods require to solve complex systems of the nonlinear diﬀerential
equations with partial derivatives that have some restrictions.
At present the neuron net algorithms [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and etc. demonstrate an ability to
construct adaptive grids with predetermined density on complex physical area. Thanks to
T.Kohonens classical theory of self-organizing maps (SOFM - Self-Organizing Feature Maps,
T.Kohonen, [11, 12]) modern neuron net models have been developing today. Competitive
neuron net SOFM with training without teacher performs the problem of mapping of multidimensional space to space with reduced dimensionality for example two-dimensional space.
Discrete-stochastic approach which is used in training of neuron nets provides the simplicity
of algorithms, possibilities of its eﬀective paralleling, density reﬂection of data distribution
and absence of aﬃxment to dimension of mirrored space.
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It is known the application of basic model SOFM is the cause of boundary eﬀect, presence
of dead neurons and malfunction of grid smoothness. For the solution of these problems we
need to apply modiﬁed methods which based on the idea of alternation of basic algorithms
for internal and external nodes [7] and also to use so-called painted models and special
algorithms of smoothing [9]. Besides the functions of adjacency neurons are upgraded in
the algorithms. This function represents not increasing function from discrete time and
distance between the best matching unit and adjacent neurons in the grid. The function of
adjacency neurons consists of two parts: proper function of distance and function of training
speed. Variation of parameters of distance functions and training speed concerning discrete
time provides quality of grid adaptation on area. As a rule, reasonable adaptation of the
grid comes as a result of numerous computing experiments at the choice of parameters of
adjacency neuron functions. At the same time the recommendations concerning distance
functions and training speed have enough general character and slightly facilitate search of
optimum parameters.
An attempt of formulation of recommendations at the choice of parameters of adjacency
neuron functions including the Gaussian function of distance for modiﬁed algorithm SOFM
has been undertaken and the brief review of existing neuron net algorithms of adaptation
regular grids on ﬂat area has been presented in this work.

2

Concept

Self-organizing feature map has a set of input elements which corresponds to dimensionality
of training vectors (space of physical area) and a set of output elements which are called
cluster elements (grid nodes) and serve as prototypes. The input elements pass signals to
cluster elements by means of weighted connections. Weight connections are interpreted as
value of coordinates describing cluster position in space of samples. In an initial instant
of discrete time cluster elements can be deﬁned as random coordinates of space of samples
and in the set tops of regular grid, for example, with triangular, square or hexagonal edges.
During training the weight of neurons are adjusted as result of which the grid is self-organized
and stretched on the set physical area.
The network SOFM is characterized by initialization stage of feature map and cycle:
1. choice of random sample x(n) with the set density of distribution;
2. ﬁnding the best matching unit (BMU) cluster on feature map which weight has
smaller diﬀerence in the set metrics from the random sample;
3. updating of units from among nearby to the best matching unit variation of weight
of the best matching unit and its neighbors for approximation to the random sample;
4. deﬁnition of feature map mistake.
As a rule Euclidean distance d is selected as the metrics for determining of the best matching
unit in the step 2. The angle between radius vectors of applicant unit and random sample
is used in rare cases.
The updating of units in step 3 occurs with adjacency function Θ(n, iBM U , jBM U , i, j)
depending on proximity to the best matching unit under the formula:
wij (n + 1) = wij + Θ(n, iBM U , jBM U , i, j)(x(n) − wij (n)),

(1)
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where n - number of iteration, wij - weight of ij unit, x(n) - incidentally chosen sample,
iBM U jBM U - index of the best matching unit for the sample x(n).
Function of adjacency represents not increasing function from discrete time n and distances between the best matching unit and adjacent neurons in the grid. As noted above,
this function is broken on two parts: function of distance h(d, n) and speed training function
δ(n) i.e. Θ(n, iBM U , jBM U , i, j) = h(d, n) · δ(n).
Usually one of two distance functions can be used:
{
const, d ≤ σ(n)
h(d, n) =
0,
d > σ(n)
- step function or Gaussian function
2

h(d, n) = e

− 2σd2 (n)

.

(2)

At adaptation of grid on complex area the Gaussian function shows the best result. The
function σ(n) is known as radius of training which is selected suﬃciently large at initial
stage of training and decreased so only best matching unit is trained. As radius of training
the linearly or exponentially decreasing function from time has been used, for example, in
work [8]
h(d, n) = a · n−0.2 ,

(3)

where a is selected to receive perceptible displacement of all units of feature map. The grid
distance d2 = (iBM U − i)2 + (jBM U − j)2 is oﬀered to use as distance d in the formula (2).
Function of training speed δ(n) also represents the decreasing function from time. It is
often used linear, inversely proportional function n
δ(n) =
or

const1
,
n + const2

δ(n) = n−0.2 .

(4)

In work [9] functions of training speed δ(n) and distance h(d, n) are modiﬁed to form
)
(
max )
,
δ(n) = n−0.2 · 1 − e 5(n−n
nmax
2

− r2d(n)

h(d, n) = s

,

where nmax - maximal number of iterations, s - constant close to zero, d - Euclidean distance
between neurons, r(n) - radius of training
(
)(
)
5(n−nmax )
n
r(n) = rmin + 1 − e nmax
rmax · s nmax − rmin · n−0.25 ,
rmin , rmax initial and ﬁnal radiuses of training.
As we can see from reduced functions all of them contain parameters which are result of
matching. And it considerably inﬂuences to the quality of adaptive grid construction that
means high heuristics of algorithm.
We can call above described algorithm as basic and using its with diﬀerent variants of
adjacency function which leads to three main problems:
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1. Grid adaptation on nonconvex area G does not guarantee that all units of grid will
belong to area G.
2. Boundary units of the constructed grid are located on the certain distance up to
border of the area, distinct from zero. This distance is comparable to an average of
distances between units of grid.
3. Disfunction of smoothness of adaptive grid because of shortening of training radius at
speciﬁcation stage.
For solving the two ﬁrst problems in the work [7] which is devoted to using SOFM for
construction ﬁnite-element grids the idea of modiﬁcation of training algorithm SOFM has
been oﬀered. The idea of modiﬁcation means alternation of using of this algorithm separately
for boundary and internal units. One cycle of such alternation is called macroiteration [8].
According to this idea modiﬁed algorithm of construction of ﬁnite- diﬀerence adaptive grids
has been developed [9].
The modiﬁed algorithm.
1. Initialization of positions of grid units.
2. On the ﬁrst macroiteration (s = 1) the basic algorithm during n0 iterations to all
units of grid is applied.
3. On each macroiteration with number (s > 1) following actions are carried out:
(a) Application of basic algorithm during n1 (s) iterations to boundary units of grid
with generation of point only on border of area.
(b) Application of basic algorithm during n2 (s) iterations to all units with generation
of point in all area. In this case all boundary units are ﬁxed and do not change
the position. Besides if the best matching unit is the boundary one it can replace
random point x(n).
4. Macroiterations are repeated until variation of positions of units do not become small
enough.
Solving of the third problem is to use boundary neurons as representatives of nonexistent neurons outside feature map, which do not suﬃce for balancing of non-central lateral
connections. The algorithm realizing a smoothing of grid is applied after application of the
modiﬁed algorithm and is beyond the given review.
From the given review it is clear, that known modiﬁed algorithm of grid adaptation has
inherited heuristics of basic algorithm. The practice of application of modiﬁed method points
out of necessity of availability of recommendations at the choice of training parameters.

3

Calculations and supervision

Computing experiments have been carried out on symmetric nonconvex area G (ﬁg. 1). The
choice of this area G is explained by evidence of a proper arrangement of grid at the ﬁrst step
of the modiﬁed algorithm. As function of the adjacency neurons Θ(n, iBM U , jBM U , i, j) the
product of functions of training speed (4) and distances (2) has been applied. The modiﬁed
algorithm of training is software-based algorithm in the form of following steps.
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Fig. 1: Area G with an initial arrangement of grid in the adaptation ﬁeld
1. Initial weights wij of all neurons in tops of a square grid are established (ﬁg. 1).
2. It is carried out following actions on the ﬁrst macroiteration (s = 1) corresponding to
discrete time n ∈ [1, n0 ]:
(a) The random point x(n) in all area G is generated;
(b) The best matching neuron in Euclidean metric is deﬁned. Grid coordinates of
the best matching neuron iBM U , jBM U are ﬁxed;
(c) New weight values of grid are adjusted from the formula (1)
Θ(n, iBM U , jBM U , i, j) = n−0.2 · e

−

(iBM U −i)2 +(jBM U −j)2
2·(a(n)·n−0.2 )2

.

(5)

3. It is carried out on each macroiteration (s > 1)
(a) During n1 (s) iterations
i. The random point (x(n)) on border of area (G) is generated;
ii. The best matching neuron BMU from boundary units of a grid is deﬁned;
iii. New weight 5 values of boundary units of grid are adjusted.
(b) During n2 (s) iterations
i. The random point x(n) in all area G is generated;
ii. The best matching neuron BMU among all units of grid is deﬁned;
iii. If boundary neuron of grid wins in the step 3(b)ii randomly generated point
x(n) will be replaced onto boundary neuron;
iv. New weight (5) values of internal units of a grid are adjusted.
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4. Macroiterations are repeated until variation of positions of units does not become
small enough.
The ﬁrst macroiteration corresponds to stage of ordering in classical terminology. The
important feature is correctness of preliminary grid position in the area here. The subsequent
macroiterations specify grid position concerning the border and internal area G.
It is necessary to divide stages of ordering and speciﬁcation for the analysis of quality
of grid construction in the modiﬁed algorithm. In the following computing experiments
parameters a and n0 have been researched. For a basis linear dependence of parameter from
discrete time has been accepted at the ﬁrst stage of training.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2: Preliminary arrangement of grid in the ﬁeld of at a(1) = 100, a(n0 ) = 27
after n0 iterations: a) n0 = 10000 b) n0 = 15000 c) n0 = 20000

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3: Preliminary arrangement of grid at the ﬁeld of after 20000 iterations for
diﬀerent versions of parameter a) a(n0 ) = 30 b) a(n0 ) = 35 c) a(n0 ) = 40
The increase of the bottom limit of parameter at constant n0 and a(1) leads to degradation of quality of preliminary grid construction (ﬁg. 3). It can be explained by increase of
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the bottom limit of training radius σ(n) (3) grid units are subjected to displacement at ﬁnal
stage and adaptive properties of grid has been become worse. The ﬁgure 4 illustrates the
dependence of quality of construction from upper limit of parameter at constant parameters
n0 and a(n0 ). As we can see from the ﬁgure 4c decrease of upper limit leads to decreasing of
adaptation quality of grid. This identiﬁes the grid has been shrunk to incidentally generated
points, decreasing in the sizes in the ﬁrst iterations at the big radius of initial training. Then
it is slowly unrolled adapted for features of area. The grid omits the compression stage at
decrease of initial radius and initial sizes of the grid reduce possibility of correct adaptation.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4: Preliminary arrangement of grid at the ﬁeld of after 20000 iterations for
diﬀerent versions of parameter a: a) a(1) = 90 b) a(1) = 70 c) a(1) = 50 d)
a(1) = 40
Character of parameter decreasing from initial value a(1) to a(n0 ) has been researched
(ﬁg. 5). Computing experiments with using exponential decreasing functions have shown
(ﬁg. 6) experiments the character of function decrease a(n) has not brought essential deviations as construction of preliminary grid.

Fig. 5: Graph of decreasing functions a(n) from the point A to B
Thus on stage of ordering the quality of preliminary construction of grid has been provided with correct task of points A(1, a(1)) and B(n0 , a(n0 )) in area of function construction
a(n). The function a(n) can decrease linearly or exponentially.
On stages of speciﬁcation, experiments have detected expediency of using of exponential
decreasing function a(n) from B to some point C(nmax , a(nmax )), disposed closely to axis of
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b)

Fig. 6: Preliminary construction of the grid for a) exponentially decreasing function
a(n) b) linearly decreasing function a(n)
discrete time n. Use of linearly decreasing function from B to C keeps quality of adaptation,
but it signiﬁcantly increases time of calculations.
Example of construction of adaptive grid for function a(n)
 a(n0 )−a(1)
1 ≤ n ≤ n0

n0 ( · (n0 − n) + a(1),
)
5(n−nmax −n0 )
n−n0
a(n) =
(6)
 a(n0 ) · 1 − e nmax +n0
· (0.005) nmax −n0 + amin , n0 < n ≤ nmax
is represented on (ﬁg. 7). Fig. 8 illustrates graph of function a(n).

4

Conclusion

Existing neuron net algorithms prove possibility of construction adaptive grids on complex
physical areas. The result of grid adaptation depends on heuristics of choice of parameters
of neuron net training. It is more appropriate as parameter in Gaussian function of distance
to use linearly decreasing function on the ﬁrst macroiteration and exponentially decreasing
function for receiving the best result in modiﬁed algorithm SOFM. The preliminary construction of grid has been provided by correct task of points A(1, a(1)) and B(n0 , a(n0 )) at
plane of function construction a(n).
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